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Abstract 
The current paper explores learners’ experience (system’s usability)(macro-features) when the 
METALOGUE (Multiperspective Multimodal Dialogue: dialogue system with metacognitive abilities) 
system (virtual agent) was used to teach metacognitive- and individual-and-community level attitudes 
and skills (micro-factors) in multi-issue negotiation. The virtual agent is component of the 
METALOGUE pilot study that was run at the Hellenic Parliament in Greece and developed as part of 
the EU METALOGUE research project (http://metalogue.eu). METALOGUE project has designed and 
evaluated its’ multimodal dialogue system including several models (i.e. cognitive, learning, 
interaction and dialogue management) as exemplified in many modalities such as spoken natural 
language, facial expressions, body posture and biosensor data. The system played the role of one of 
the dialogue participants and acted as a tutor guiding multiple users, with its strategic impact 
expanded upon intelligent virtual environments (IVEs), cognitive modelling, multimodal, multi-party 
human computer interaction (HCI) and technology-enhanced learning (TEL) alike.   

The METALOGUE pilot study employed the pre-and-post assessment approach (experimental 
design) to explore the effects of the METALOGUE system on the learning experience of 41 mature 
learners of different demographic and academic background. First, 5 participants interacted in English 
in pairs with the system to investigate consecutive and overlapping visual signals and evaluate the 
load of information presented to achieve completeness and informativeness in the real time system 
context. Then, 41 participants fluent in English took part in the system evaluation session followed. 
They were introduced to the system’s functionalities, witnessed 2 demo interactions from the 
facilitators, were given time to ask for clarifications and signed the consent forms. Then, each learner 
negotiated 3 diverse multi-issue scenarios with the system for 15 minutes for all 3 sessions. Finally, 
they were asked to answer pre-and-post learning experience questionnaire in using the system 
(macro-factors) and metacognitive-and individual-and-community-level attitudes and skills (self-
efficacy, self-regulation, interpersonal and problem-solving skills, civic action, individual readiness to 
change and mastery goal orientation) (micro-factors) through multiple choice related questions 
adopted for the needs of the present research. 

Findings indicated significant and favourable associations between learners’ system usability 
questions post-interaction and between self-efficacy, self-regulation, individual readiness to change, 
mastery goal orientation, interpersonal and problem-solving skills and civic action before-and-after 
system’s learning experience.  Implications, limitations and avenues for further research are 
discussed in view of multimodal dialogue learning environment.       
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1. INTRODUCTION 

When virtual agents become a powerful self-motivated tool for applying computer science to 
education or business, they either tend to execute the behaviour (activity) addressed each time (e.g. 
negotiate, teach) or rely on their virtual environment architecture to support or advance experiential 
learners’ knowledge, attitudes and skills, in terms of critical thinking, body posture and movement 
coordination, logical reasoning, interpersonal and problem-solving, decision making, natural language 
and affective regulation in bilateral or multi-agent systems context [1]. Although virtual agents are 
integrated in diverse training and e-learning environments worldwide, issues relating to whether they 
are able to act really autonomous on behalf of human agents or merely assist them in context-specific 
learning activities, continue to bear challenging questions for ongoing intelligent virtual environments’ 
research in the learning domain each time [2].  

In the above context, the current paper aims to elaborate on the results of METALOGUE’s 
(Multiperspective Multimodal Dialogue: dialogue system with metacognitive abilities) system (virtual 
agent) pilot study that was run at the Hellenic Parliament in Greece, developed as part of the EU 
METALOGUE research project (http://metalogue.eu) and explored learners’ experience (system’s 
usability)(macro-features) when METALOGUE virtual agent was employed to teach metacognitive- 
and individual-and-community level attitudes and skills (micro-elements) in multi-issue negotiation. 
METALOGUE project has designed and evaluated its’ dialogue system including several models (i.e. 
cognitive, learning, interaction and dialogue management) as exemplified in many modalities such as 
spoken natural language, facial expressions, body posture and biosensor data. The system played 
the role of one of the dialogue participants and acted as a tutor guiding multiple users, with its 
strategic impact expanded upon intelligent virtual environments (IVEs), cognitive modelling, 
multimodal, multi-party human computer interaction (HCI) and technology-enhanced learning (TEL) 
alike. The paper sizes up virtual agents deployed in real-world educational learning and training 
experiences in a short summary review (Section 1.1) and presents the research methodology 
including the description of the METALOGUE dialogue system and the findings of the study (Section 
2). Lastly, this paper also synopsizes the results, the properties of their implications and addresses 
additional issues for future studies (Section 4).  

 

1.1 Literature review 
Intelligent virtual learning environments have been indicated to assist mature students’ positive 
attitude towards their intention to take part in the learning activities [3], support higher education 
learners’ motivation, ease and confidence during learning experience and help them sustain an 
improved attitude towards their learning activities during interaction and engagement with the learning 
course objective [4]. Employed as relevant tools for advancing learner engagement, participants’ 
inspiration through instruction and guided direction to finish the learning tasks and provide proper 
feedback [5], they motivate, support and advance students’ learning [6] and improve learning 
retention and transfer performance [7] in comparison to non-virtual agent environments [8]. Virtual 
agents have been also demonstrated to improve learners’ intention to adopt them as a decision tool 
[9] and more convincing to differentiate learners’ perceptions in task-focused learning environments 
especially when they are appealing [10].  

Successful learning is also considered to be facilitated or achieved by the interactions between 
individual, attitudinal and environmental motivational influences. To know or think about how well we 
understand something and modify our actions to successfully complete tasks (meta-cognition), is 
claimed to be critical for effective learning in any instructional context applied [11]. The ability to fulfil a 
task (self-efficacy) is also translated as a motivational factor of learning in that individuals with higher 
levels of self-efficacy tend to perceive challenging tasks as something to be managed and controlled 
(i.e. mastered) and focus more on the ways they will pursue their learning assignments or designated 
tasks [12]. In turn, they are expected to attain the ability to mobilize, control, sustain, overt and adapt 
their thoughts, feelings, attention, concentration, attitudes and behaviour over performing occurring 
learning tasks [13] (self-regulation). High self-regulated learners are considered to hold higher 



motivation or engagement (individual), use better learning strategies (attitudinal) and react (or 
respond) to environmental demands more appropriately [14]. As revising their thinking and behaviour 
towards fulfilling any learning activity at hand [15], they tend to practice their logical and analytical 
thinking for problem-solving tasks, interact efficiently with others to evaluate impending circumstances 
(interpersonal and problem-solving skills) and become aligned to advocate mastery as a goal 
(mastery goal motivational belief) in their learning assignments, opting for stimulating tasks that 
adhere to additional learning [16]. During social learning interaction, as learners deal with socially 
intelligent human-to-human attitudes and behaviour such as social relatedness (affiliation with others) 
[17] in building common understanding, empathy and sharing relationships, they are expected to be 
more supportive of and benefiting from occasions to be involved with the society and their community 
to proactively assist others (civic action) [18] and indicate positive reactions towards the dissemination 
and execution of change tasks (readiness to change) [19].  

Based on the above rationale and argumentation, therefore, the present paper attempts to elaborate 
on or “merge” a comprehensive exploration of the relationships indicated between METALOGUE’s 
virtual environment usability evaluation (macro-, dialogue system’s user experience elements) and the 
aforementioned metacognitive- and individual-and-community level-associated attitudes and skills’ 
factors (micro-, i.e. self-efficacy, self-regulation, interpersonal and problem-solving skills, mastery goal 
orientation, civic action and individual readiness to change).   

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Study design 
The METALOGUE pilot study employed the pre-and-post assessment approach (experimental 
design) to explore the effects of METALOGUE’s dialogue system on the learning experience of 41 
mature learners of different demographic and academic background. The average age of the 
participants was 20 years old and 65% were male. Before the actual user-system evaluation 
sessions, a pilot study was conducted including 5 learners who interacted in English in pairs with the 
system to appraise consecutive and overlapping visual signals and evaluate the load of information 
presented, in order to accomplish completeness and informativeness during the real time dialogue 
system context. Consecutively, 41 mature learners fluent in English took part in the evaluation 
session followed, as employed in similar studies [20]. They were introduced to the METALOGUE’s 
dialogue system functionalities, witnessed 2 demo interactions from the facilitators and were assigned 
time to ask for clarifications and sign the consent forms. Then, each participant negotiated 3 different 
multi-issue scenarios with the system for 15 minutes for all 3 sessions (see Figure 1 below).  

 
Figure 1 The Metalogue interaction display depicting the virtual agent (negotiator) and the multi-issue 

negotiation space 

 

Lastly, they were asked to answer a pre-and-post METALOGUE’s application experience 
questionnaire in English. The administered measurement tool included demographic information and 
user-system experience 5-Likert type questions (macro-factors) accompanied by the assessment of 
metacognitive-and individual-and-community-level attitudes and skills (micro-factors)(self-efficacy, 
self-regulation, interpersonal and problem-solving skills, civic action, individual readiness to change 



and mastery goal orientation through related scales based on multiple choice questions employed for 
the needs of the current research.  

2.2 Metalogue dialogue system 
Metalogue’s overall complex architecture included several models (i.e. cognitive, learning, interaction 
and dialogue management ones) as exemplified in many modalities such as spoken natural language, 
facial expressions, body posture and biosensor data, through face and eye gaze tracking and facial 
expression encoding, body tracking and body manner encoding, temporal segmentation and 
recognition of static and dynamic face and body appearances, natural language processing, gesture 
and facial interpretation with fusion responsible for combining the modality-specific analyses into the 
dialogue actions (see Figure 2 ãMETALOGUE FP7 CP p.7 below).  

 

 

Figure 2 Overall Metalogue architecture (©METALOGUE FP7 CP p. 7) 

 

In relation to Metalogue’s intelligent virtual agent (negotiator) per se, mutual favourablness and 
increased empathy were indicated by non verbal cues (attitudes), such as bending forward, head 
nodding, developing eye contact, smiling and demonstrating body orientation movements, exhibiting 
responsive, fluent, open, positive interplay-manner and courtesy.  

 

3. RESULTS 
Table 1 presented below indicates the distribution of learners’ responses in Metalogue’s evaluation 
questions after interacting with the dialogue system. Synopsizing their answers, the findings revealed 
that participants exhibited overall moderate to strong favourable attitudes as regards the following. 
Whether the actions of Metalogue’s dialogue system were correct, the system’s role and use was 
clear, communicated enough information, the provision of material was just fine and useful, the 
dialogue system was timed correctly and in context, easy to complete tasks during interaction; the 
pace of interaction fast or slow enough to feel right, know what one could say at each point of the 
dialogue, whether the interaction with the intelligent virtual agent was natural, confident to know 
enough about the functionalities and use the information found in the system on his or her own; easy 
and natural to interact with the dialogue system, the Metalogue concept stands as an interesting idea, 
quite easy to understand and use, whether the system would be employed again if it was an integral 



part of one’s training routine and quite promising in the sense that it bears the potential to become a 
great skills training application; one would use a simplified version of the Metalogue dialogue system 
with only the content or functionality found interesting and the feedback provided during and after 
interaction was valuable and helped learners to become more aware of their performance.  

 

Table 1. Distribution (%) of learners’ answers in Metalogue’s dialogue system experience evaluation questions after 
interaction 

 

1. Do you think the 
actions of the 
Metalogue system 
were correct? 

No, not really 
2.5 

Slightly 
7.5 

Somewhat 
35 

Moderately 
42.5 

Yes, they were 
spot on 

12.5 

 

2. Did the interaction 
with the system made 
sense to you? 

Slightly did 
12.5 

Somewhat did 
12.5 

Moderately did 
42.5 

Yes, the system role 
and use is clear 

32.5 

  

3.Did the system 
communicate enough 
information to you? 

Slightly did 
7.5 

Somewhat did 
27.5 

Moderately did 
50 

Yes, the system 
communicated enough 

information 
15 

  

4.Did the system 
communicate too much 
information to you? 

Yes, the 
system 

overloaded me 
with 

information 
17.5 

Slighlty did 
 

20 

Somewhat did 
 

20 

Moderately did 
 

22.5 

The information 
provision was just 

fine 
20 

 

5.Was the information 
provided by the system 
to you useful? 

Slightly did 
 
5 

Somewhat did 

22.5 

Moderately did 

45 

Yes, it was very useful 

27.5 

Slightly did 
 
5 

 

6.Was the system 
communication to you 
timely? 

No, it was out 
of context 

2.5 

Slightly 

17.5 

Somewhat 

35 

Moderately 

27.5 

Yes, it was timed 
correctly and in 

context 
17.5 

7.Was it easy to 
complete tasks in your 
interaction? 

No, it was very 
hard 
2.5 

Hard 
12.5 

Neutral 
42.5 

Easy 
32.5 

Yes, very easy 
10 

 

8.Was the pace of 
interaction fast enough 
to feel right? 

No, it was too 
slow 
2.5 

Slightly slow 

12.5 

Neutral 

27.5 

Moderate 

40 

Yes, it was just 
right 

17.5 

 

9.Would you say that 
the interaction with the 
system was natural? 

No, it was too 
fast 
2.5 

Slightly fast 

10 

Neutral 

32.5 

Moderate 

37.5 

Yes, it was just 
right 

17.5 

 

10. Did you know what 
you could say at each 
point of the dialogue? 

Never 
2.5 

Rarely 
20 

Sometimes 
27.5 

Often 
30 

Always 
20 

 

11. Would you say that 
your interaction with 
the system was 
natural? 

No, it was very 
artificial 

5 

Slightly artificial 
37.5 

Neutral 
20 

Moderately natural 
25 

Yes, it was quite 
natural 
12.5 

 

12. Are you confident 
you know enough 
about the 
functionalities and the 
information found in 

Yes, very 
confident 

30 

Yes, but there are 
notions I did not 

understand 
35 

So and so 
27.5 

Not much 
5 

Not at all 
2.5 

 



Metalogue so you 
would be able to use it 
on your own? 
13. How easy was to 
interact with Meta? 

Very hard 
2.5 

Hard 
15 

Neutral 
35 
 

Moderately easy 
32.5 

Pretty easy 
15 

 

14. How natural was to 
interact with Meta? 

No, it was very 
artificial 

7.5 

Slightly artificial 

22.5 

Neutral 
37.5 

Moderately natural 

17.5 

Yes, it was very 
natural 

15 

 

15. Do you think the 
Metalogue concept is 
an interesting idea? 

No, not much 
2.5 

Somewhat 
2.5 

Moderately 
15 

Yes, a lot 
80 

  

16. Do you find the 
setup of the 
Metalogue's system 
intimidating? 

Yes, it is quite 
hard to 

understand/use 
2.5 

Hard 
5 

Neutral 
15 

Moderately easy 
32.5 

No, it is quite easy 
to understand/use 

45 

 

17. Would you use 
Metalogue again if it 
was an integral part of 
your training routine? 

Slightly hated it 
2.5 

Neutral 
17.5 

Moderately liked it 
20 

Yes, I quite liked it 
60 

  

18. Do you think the 
Metalogue system has 
the potential to 
become a great skills 
training application? 

Slightly useless 
2.5 

Neutral 
12.5 

Slightly promising 
30 

Yes, it is quite 
promising 

55 

  

19. Would you use a 
simplified version of 
the Metalogue system 
with only the content or 
functionality you find it 
interesting? 

No, no way 
5 

Slightly 

10 

Somewhat 

7.5 

Moderately 
32.5 

Yes, sure 
45 

 

20. Was the feedback 
provided "during" the 
interaction valuable to 
you? 

No, not 
valuable 

2.5 

Slightly valuable 
2.5 

Somewhat valuable 
37.5 

Moderately valuable 

37.5 

Yes, very valuable 

20 

 

21. Was the feedback 
provided "after" the 
interaction valuable to 
you? 

No, not 
valuable 

5 

Slightly valuable 
7.5 

 

Somewhat valuable 
22.5 

Moderately valuable 

42.5 

 

Yes, very valuable 

22.5 

 

 

22. Did the feedback 
that was provided 
"during" the interaction 
help you to become 
more aware of your 
performance? 

No, not at all 

5 

Slightly 

25 

Somewhat 

17.5 

Moderately 

32.5 

Yes, very much 

20 

 

23. Did the feedback 
that was provided 
"after" the interaction 
help you to become 
more aware of your 
performance? 

No, not at all 

10 

Slightly 

10 

 

Somewhat 

22.5 

 

Moderately 

40 

 

Yes, very much 

17.5 

 

 

 

Hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to test for the prediction of individual readiness to 
change before-and-after users’ interaction with Metalogue’s dialogue system. Before proceeding with 
hierarchical regressions, we assured that all prerequisite conditions related with this analysis (e.g. 



lack of multicollinearity, deviations from normality, and influential cases) were met. The results from 
these analyses are presented in Tables 2 and 3 that follow below. In all analyses corresponding each 
time to the prediction before and after, respectively, at the first step we entered self-efficacy before-
after and then the rest of the independent variables again before-after (self-regulation, interpersonal 
and problem-solving skills, civic action and mastery goal orientation), accordingly. The results 
reported in Tables 2 and 3 below indicate the outcomes of the final relationships occurred between 
the prospective variables. A significant relationship was indicated between self-regulation before and 
individual readiness to change before (β=.65, p<.001), explaining an additional 42.3 percent (F(2,38)= 
15.73, p<.001) of the variance in individual readiness to change pre-Metalogue’s system interaction 
(Table 2 below). 

 

Table 2. Hierarchical regression analyses predicting Individual Readiness to Change before 
interaction 

 

 
Individual Readiness to Change 

before 
 β R2 Δ R2 

Step 1: Main effects 
 
Self-efficacy before 

 
.17 

 
 

 
 

 
Step 2: Main effects 

 
 
 

  

Self-regulation before .65*** .45*** .42*** 
    

Notes: ***p < .001 (one-tailed) 
 

The relationships between self-regulation after and interpersonal and problem-solving skills after with 
individual readiness to change after were significant, indicating self-regulation after as the best 
predictor (β=.54, p<.001 and β=.43, p<.05, respectively). Self-efficacy after accounted for 13% of the 
variation in individual readiness to change after when used as the first predictor, while the final model 
comprising the rest of the independent variables accounted for an additional 9.5 percent 
(F(3,36)=12.19, p<.001) of the variance in individual readiness to change post-Metalogue’s system 
interaction scores (Table 3 below). 

 

Table 3. Hierarchical regression analyses predicting Individual Readiness to Change after interaction 

 
Individual Readiness to Change 

after 
 β R2 Δ R2 

Step 1: Main effects 
 
Self-efficacy after 

 
 
.37* 

 
 

.13* 

 
 

.13* 
 
Step 2: Main effects 
 
Self-regulation after 

 
 
 
.54*** 

  

Interpersonal and Problem-Solving Skills after  .43* .50* .09* 
    

Notes: *p < .05 (one-tailed), ***p<.001 (one-tailed) 
 

 

 



4. CONCLUSIONS 
The design, execution and assessment of Metalogue’s multi-modal, multi-party and multi-perspective 
intelligent virtual environment system which tends to capture interactive learning and training of 
metacognitive awareness, knowledge and skills for both system and users, indicated significant 
favorable results as regards the positive attitudes and skills users experienced after interacting with 
the dialogue system during our evaluation sessions in Greece.  Our further exploration of certain 
attitudes and skills beneficial for human functioning in any kind of social and community learning 
context also employed within our dialogue system usability survey, needs to be considered as an 
additional asset that corroborates further to its’ competitive advantage. In relating (linking) intelligent 
virtual environments research with the theoretical and empirical investigation of metacognitive and 
individual-and-community-related attitudes and skills such as self-efficacy, self-regulation, individual 
readiness to change, mastery goal orientation and aspects of civic attitudes and skills like civic action 
and interpersonal and problem-solving skills they do bear and reflect. Such conceptual whilst also 
empirical exploration of the relationships between the above constructs investigated within intelligent 
virtual environment context, employing attitudinal scale measurement and thus, expanding related 
findings both from education, health, sports, business and intelligent tutoring systems alike [21], 
designates an important contribution and bears useful potential for both an understanding and 
development of such favorable attitudinal concepts and civic-related attitudes and skills for future 
efforts to help individuals explore and build those attitudes within artificial intelligence learning 
environment, even further.   

As our regression analyses indicated, participants who were high in modulating their thoughts, 
feelings, behavior or attention towards their target-directed activities within and across Metalogue 
experience, were more favourable (or positive) in facilitating and being more confident in succeeding 
to execute change initiatives pre-interaction with the dialogue system. Post-interaction with 
Metalogue, those bearing stronger beliefs in their own ability to handle efficiently novel-associated 
conditions (as the dialogue system reflects and represents), described themselves as high in 
controlling their thoughts, feelings, attitudes, behavior and attention either in a structured or 
automated way and perceived themselves as high in making friends, listening to and taking the 
position of others seriously whilst attempting to resolve problems through logical and analytical ways 
of thinking, improved their ability to adopt and sustain change initiatives.  

In that sense, therefore, in summarizing the system’s significant contributions explained above, 
Metalogue’s advanced adaptive and flexible dialogue system seemed to be successful in fueling, 
mastering and relating both metacognitive-and-individual-and community based interaction learning 
attitudes and skills, alike. In that respect, thus, it extends both previous related research findings in 
general learning [22] and in intelligent virtual environment systems, in specific [23]. It explores, further, 
the self-regulation of behavior and learning beyond traditional learning classroom context to intelligent 
virtual environment that challenges individuals to be proactive in improving their knowledge, attitudes 
and skills within our world that wields great change forces. A longitudinal research design involving 
larger sample size attained from different sources (cohorts) might allow greater generalizability of our 
results. However, the practical issues and inherent difficulties associated with the extremely 
demanding complexity of intelligent virtual environments’ design and implementation, need to be 
taken into consideration.  

In conclusion, the interaction within Metalogue’s dialogue system indicated to be successful overall in 
achieving natural multimodal and multi-party user communication between the human and the virtual 
agent (s), given its’ challenging and complex architecture achieved. Also, promising in revealing the 
utility of proactive behavior indicators as fundamental part of most complicated actions with a high 
likelihood of success and relate innovative, powerful and flexible dialogue systems with “the elements 
of an orientation towards others containing personal values about civic involvement and social 
obligation which mirror the attitude that one should make a difference, a part of what [24] have called 
“humanitarian and civic values” [25 pp. 328, 330]. Future research might be inspired to address 
Metalogue’s dialogue system as a resourceful negotiation application tool based on a) the essential 
cooperation and coordination such adaptive and malleable systems demand being programmed to 
negotiate on behalf of and with their human agents [26, p. 184], b) the process of the negotiation per 
se followed in terms of the contracting procedure during negotiating (e.g. integratively-oriented 
approach) [27, p. 416] and c) the diverse conditions and defined results regarding the strategy a 
negotiator might take [28].   



In a nutshell, within EU Metalogue collaborative research project, the development, exploration and 
integration of contextualized knowledge essentials reflecting a “merger” of macro-(dialogue system 
usability) and micro-(metacognitive- and individual-and-community level-related attitudes and skills) 
factors evaluated within intelligent virtual environment potentially applicable within multifaceted 
conditions involving negotiation, leadership, interviewing and cultural training [29, p. 86] in wide-
ranging settings, for example, crisis or conflict management either in academic, political or business 
deals [30, p. 2], stand themselves as critical contributions, whatsoever.   
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